
4 DAYS | 3 NIGHTS
Late June to 

early September
Vancouver departures:

Tuesday, Friday, Sunday 

Travel on board the 
VIA Rail in Economy 

or Sleeper Plus 

3 Nights in Sun Peaks 

Daily Guided 
Hiking Tours

Guided Activities 
Alpine Yoga, Cross Country 

Biking, Fly Fishing, Horseback 
Trail Rides, O� -Road Segway 

Tours & more. 

20+ Restaurants

20+ Shops

WILDFLOWER TRAIN
TO SUN PEAKS

DAY 1 VANCOUVER TO SUN PEAKS 
At Vancouver’s VIA Rail Station, board one of the 
world’s most legendary trains, The Canadian by 
VIA Rail, for your midday journey. This daylight 
trip will showcase stunning views of the Fraser 
Canyon and Thompson River before reaching 
Kamloops late evening. 

Disembark the train and immediately join the Sun 
Peaks shuttle for a short 30 minute transfer to Sun 
Peaks and check into your accommodation at one 
of the 9 hotels and lodges in the village core. 

DAY 2 SUN PEAKS
Wake up in the mountains at your leisure before 
heading to breakfast at one of the local cafes. Mid 
morning, you’ll meet your hiking guide and pick 
up your lift tickets before making your way up the 
chairlift for your 2-hour guided tour in the alpine. 
Learn about the local fl ora & fauna while enjoying 
the panoramic views, vivid wildfl owers and wildlife 
in their natural environment. 

Following the tour, we recommend grabbing lunch 
at the newly renovated mid-mountain restaurant, 
so you can continue exploring the hiking trails on 
your own in the afternoon before downloading the 
Sunburst Express back to the village.

DAY 3  SUN PEAKS
Sun Peak is home to British Columbia’s highest 
golf course, o� ering a truly risk-reward, 18-hole 
course layout. The course is centered along 
the valley fl oor amongst the three surrounding 
mountains. 

Begin your morning golf experience with a bucket 
of balls at the Sun Peaks driving range or connect 
with the local pro for some tips and tricks on how 
to best master the course. 

For the afternoon, a myriad of options are 
available to enjoy the stress-free and welcoming 
mountain environment. For those looking for 
some pampering, the full-service Sun Peaks Spa 
and Massage has you covered. Services range 
from organic facials to a signature Hot Stone 
Massage. If the active outdoors are more your 
style, choose from one of many unique adventures 
such as O� -Road Segway Tours, Horseback Trail 
Rides, Guided Cross Country Bike Tours and more! 

DAY 3  DEPART SUN PEAKS
Enjoy another full day in Sun Peaks before 
departing to the VIA Rail Station for an overnight 
journey to Jasper. Alternatively, transfer to the 
Kamloops Airport (YKA) to depart on one of 
several daily fl ights to Vancouver or Calgary. 

Travel with ease to Sun Peaks to experience the mountains transform into a kaleidoscope of colour 
as the wildfl owers blossom from the village to the alpine. The Sun Peaks alpine fl owers are one of 

the most accessible displays in Canada, accessed by the Sunburst chairlift, and o� er a range of 
sightseeing and hiking trails for all abilities. Enjoy the peace and tranquility of exploring the alpine 

meadows at your own pace or join a knowledgeable hiking guide to experience the very best of our
alpine playground. 

www.sunpeaksresort.com


